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1. Introduction 

Examination timetabling has been defined as the problem of assigning a set 
of exams into a limited number of time slots for a given set of resources [1]. A 
great variety of solution approaches to examination timetabling problems 
have been described and discussed in the literature and tested on real and arti-
ficial data. Carter [2] classified four major solution approaches in examination 
timetabling arena: sequential methods [3], cluster methods [4], constraint-
based methods [5], and meta-heuristics [6,7,8]. This was extended to multicri-
teria approaches, case-based reasoning approaches, and hyper-heuristics and 
self adaptive approaches [9]. The interested reader can find more details in 
surveys by Schaerf  [10], Carter [2], Burke et al. [11], Carter and Laporte[12] 
and Bardadym[13].  Some recent timetabling research directions are discussed 
in Burke and Petrovic [14]. 

In this paper, we focus on the adaptation of a search technique which can 
search efficiently over a very large set of �adjacent� (neighbourhood) solu-
tions. This search methodology, originally described by Ahuja and Orlin [18], 
has been applied successfully to a number of difficult combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems. It is based on constructing an appropriate improvement graph 
and identifying improvement moves by solving negative cost subset-disjoint 
graph cycles or path problems using a label-correcting algorithm. This paper 
describes the first attempt to adapting Ahuja-Orlin�s search ideas to the ex-
amination timetabling problem.  

 



2. Problem Description 

This problem description is adapted from [16]. The input for the examina-
tion timetabling problem can be given as follows: 

• N is a number of exams. 
• P is a given number of avaliable timeslots. 
• M is a number of students 
• C = (cij)NxN  is a conflict matrix where each element denoted by cij,  

i,j ∈ {1,…,N} is the number of students taking exams i and j. 
 

The objective function is to minimize the total penalty, Fc formulated aas 
follows:  
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where tk  (1≤ tk < P) which specifies the assigned timeslot for exam k (k ∈ 
{1,…,N}).  

 
Eq. 2 represents a proximity value between two exams that was suggested 

by Carter et al. [17]. If a student has two consecutive exams then a proximity 
value of 16 is assigned. If a student has two exams with a free timeslot in be-
tween then a value of 8 is assigned and so on. These values are summed up 
and divided by the number of students, M, to give an average penalty per stu-
dent. Eq. 3 represents a clash-free requirement such that no student is asked to 
sit in two exams at the same time. The clash-free requirement is considered as 
a hard constraint.  
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3. Solution Approach 

To implement Ahuja-Orlin�s search procedure for large neighbourhood 
[18], we addressed the examination timetabling problem as a variant of a par-
titioning problem. Given the input for the initial feasible assignment of exams 
schedule as follows: 

• D is the number of days 
• T is the maximum number of timeslots used in one day 

We construct a tree with D chains in addition to a root node (dummy node). 
We represent the subset of exams to a timeslot x (x ∈ {1,�,T}) in day y {y ∈ 
{1,�,D}) as a cliques (subsets). Sr (r ∈ {1,�,W} where W is a maximum 
number of subsets) represents a subset of exams that are scheduled in day y 
timeslot x. Figure 1 shows the tree construction for examination timetabling 
with just one single large room. 

 
For any hard combinatorial optimisation problem, the notion of a 

neighbourhood structure is of crucial importance when conducting a heuristic 
search [18]. We propose a neighbourhood structure and methods to search 
over this structure by drawing upon the ideas from [18]. The neighbourhood 
structure is created through the cyclic exchange operation of exams in the cor-
responding graph. We present a cyclic exchange as i1 → i2 → � → ik → i1, 
where i1, i2 ,�, ik are exams which belong to different subsets. This means 
that exam i1 moves from subset S1 to the subset S2, exam i2 moves from subset 
S2 to subset S3 and so on, and finally exam ik moves from subset Sk to subset 
S1, thus completing a cycle of changes.  A cyclic exchange is feasible if each 
of the subsets satisfies problem-specific feasibility (there is no student taking 
more than one exam in the same subset). Path exchanges are defined similarly 
to the cyclic exchange but without exchanging back to the original subset. The 
neighbourhood generated by this move is extremely large. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Day  y 

Timeslot x Sr 

Day  DDay  3 Day  2 Day  1 

Root Node 

Timeslot T 

Timeslot 2 

Timeslot 1 

Figure 1: Tree Representation of Exam Timetabling Problem 
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Once the neighbourhood structure is created, we proceed by defining an 
improvement graph [15,18]. We then resort to a network flow optimization 
technique, called the shortest path label-correcting algorithm [19] to find im-
proving moves by finding a negative cost subset-disjoint cycle or path (re-
ferred to as a valid cycle or path) for the improvement graph. The pseudo-
code for our algorithm for the examination timetabling problem is shown in 
Figure 2. 

 
 

Obtain a feasible initial solution, InitSol;  
Create subsets from InitSol; 
Construct the improvement graph, G; 
do while (not termination-criteria) 

 Find a negative cost subset-disjoint cycles or 
 path for  G; 
Update the solution, SolUpdate; 
Create subsets from SolUpdate; 
Updating the G; 

end do 
  

Figure 2: Pseudo-code for the examination timetabling problem 
 

The algorithm starts with a feasible initial solution of the examination time-
tabling problem. Then the subsets are created based on days and timeslots. We 
construct the improvement graph once. In each iteration in the do-while loop, 
we implement the modified shortest-path label-correcting algorithm to find 
the negative cost subset-disjoint cycles or path for the improvement graph. 
The modified shortest-path label-correcting algorithm is run several times 
with a different source exam (origin node), since the success in finding the 
valid cycles or path is related to the exam from which the search is initiated.  

 
In order to benchmark the performance of this neighbourhood structure, we 

have conducted computational experiments using instances from Carter�s col-
lection [15]. The experiments indicate that our approach produces better time-
tabling solutions to the current best published results on some of these prob-
lems. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the algorithm when applied to one of the 
instances, ute-s-92. The previous best published result for ute-s-92 was 24.4 
by Caramia et al. [20]. Our best result for ute-s-92 is 24.21. Note that our so-
lution reduced the cost function by 33.91% (with respect to the initial solu-
tion), and 0.78% (with respect to the result presented in [20]). 

 
The search algorithm applied to this graph structure of timetabling solu-

tions is able to find a valid improvement cycle or a path, and may consist of 
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more than one move in a single iteration. Thus, this solution scheme helps in 
reducing the penalty cost when compared to a single move, which is normally 
used in most of the approaches applied in a timetabling setting. This demon-
strates the superiority of this algorithm. The result also indicates that the algo-
rithm can escape from local optima by accepting local worse moves. 
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Figure 3 : A behavior of Ahuja-Orlin�s algorithm on ute-s-92 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

Preliminary results indicate that the algorithm produces better solutions on 
some benchmark problems when compared to other approaches from the lit-
erature. The merit of our approach is the combination of a very large 
neighbourhood structure and the technique of identifying improvement moves 
in the improvement graph. However, the limitation of our system is the ex-
pensive computational time required in the graph updating and negative cycle 
identification. Our future research aims to shorten the time taken in construct-
ing the improvement graph and the search strategy. 
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